Importance of the cell membrane on the mechanism of action of cyclotides.
Their distinctive structures, diverse range of bioactivities, and potential for pharmaceutical or agricultural applications make cyclotides an intriguing family of cyclic peptides. Together with the physiological role in plant host defense, cyclotides possess antimicrobial, anticancer, and anti-HIV activities. In all of the reported activities, cell membranes seem to be the primary target for cyclotide binding. This article examines recent literature on cyclotide-membrane studies and highlights the hypothesis that the activity of cyclotides is dependent on their affinity for lipid bilayers and enhanced by the presence of specific lipids, i.e., phospholipids containing phosphatidylethanolamine headgroups. There is growing evidence that the lipid composition of target cell membranes dictates the amount of cyclotides bound to the cell and the extent of their activity. After membrane targeting and insertion in the bilayer core, cyclotides induce disruption of membranes by a pore formation mechanism. This proposed mechanism of action is supported by biophysical studies with model membranes and by studies on natural biological membranes of known lipid compositions.